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MyPlace
! ! Mobility and Place for the Age-friendly City Environment
!
! Interdisciplinary project at Open Lab (Culture Lab)
!
! Goals:
! (1) Collecting evidence on Place and Mobility experiences in Newcastle and
! (2) increasing community participation through a (digital) platform

Background
! ! Human Geographies of ageing and mobility
!
! Life course approach and relationality, seeing ageing as a product of
! interactions with people and environment (Murray, 2015; Stenner et al.,
2011; Hopkins & Pain, 2007)
!
Diversity in socio-cultural meanings of ageing and mobility (e.g. disability
! ! paradox,
meaning of the home/neighbourhood, heterogeneous responses
to growing old, life transitions after retirement)
! An all-age approach? (Murray, 2015)

Cycling and age
! ! Everyday experiences, meanings of ageing & mobility through the case of
! urban transport cycling
! ! UK: acknowledgements that more active transport participation improve
public health; substantial increases may save the NHS billions a year
! (Aldred, 2014; Get Britain Cycling, 2013)
! ! But there is more:
‘Replacement of short journeys by car with cycling in urban areas could help to reduce
traffic congestion, improve the quality of the urban environment, benefit personal health
and wellbeing and contribute to a low carbon economy’
(T. Jones, 2012: 138)
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Fig. 5. Changes in cycling share by age 1985–2007 (NTS, 1985–2007).

): differences in cycling levels between young people with a migrant background and their peers from the native
re as large (or even larger) than differences in cycling rates for older age cohorts.
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Fig. 5. Changes in cycling share by age 1985–2007 (NTS, 1985–2007).

1): differences in cycling levels between young people with a migrant background and their peers from the native
re as large (or even larger) than differences in cycling rates for older age cohorts.

Cycling in Newcastle
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Map shows % of All usual residents aged 16 to 74.
Census data (c) Crown Copyright Office of National Statistics.
Contains Ordnance Survey data (c) Crown copyright & database right 2014.

DataShine Census is produced by the BODMAS project at UCL.
Visit http://www.datashine.org.uk/ for an interactive version.
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Cycling in Newcastle
! ! 1 – 2%
!
! Cycling City Ambition: infrastructure investments and community
! initiatives
! ! Cycling in the city: programmes and trainings for cycling aimed at
! different life stages (incl. women-over-50’s group)
! Little enthusiasm with general public (?) & Little variety in demographics

Case studies (1)
! ! Potential: when cycling is safe, normalised and within our routine, cycling
! populations include all ages (and genders). That’s all…
(Heinen et al., 2010; Prins et al. 2014)
!
Therefore, we need to look not only at more age (and gender!) inclusive
! ! cycling
infrastructures, but also into ways in which cycling becomes part
! of everyday routines and a normalised means of everyday transport (c.f.
walkability, walking experience)

Case studies (2)
! Complementarity of the Dutch case: normalised account of cycling mobility
! Slow mobilities (Stenner et al., 2011; Fullagar, 2012; Murray, 2015)

What about the suburbs?

Case studies (3)
! Cycling part of everyday mobility?
! Social and physical experiences of (cycling) mobility in and around the
(suburban) neighbourhood
! Everyday cycling over the lifecourse and through different ages

Normalisation
“I don’t call myself a fanatic cyclist. (…) Well, [I do] all shopping by bike. I never go shopping
by car, never … When I go somewhere I go by bike”
Karin/74/Rotterdam
“In this area [former working class neighbourhood] we mainly had an old bike, because it
could only be stored outdoors and things got frequently stolen. After moving to [a suburb,
1994] this became different; (…) these high-rise flats have an own, spacious storage space
on the ground floor, where we store three bikes.”
Nicole/60/Rotterdam

Cycling as everyday transport
“Work and relaxation… and recreation. Things like visiting friends, doing the groceries, all
by bike. With the [grand]kids on the bike”
…
“It’s a piece of freedom. You have freedom, you don’t have to wait for a bus, or dependent
of a bus, or of public transport or whatever, though I do have a car eh! And that thing
never drives hè hè!”
Nicole/60/Rotterdam

Life after the bike
“When I can no longer cycle? Of course I want to cycle as long as I'm able to, but if I no
longer can, which can happen of course, yeah then that's it. Then you have to look for
something else, you'll walk for example behind a walker... Yeah, because something like
an electric bike, my sister-in-law says the electric bike is the forerunner of the walker you
know, you don't want to have that…”
Karin/74/Rotterdam
“As long as I’m able I will continue to cycle, even much more! (…) But at some point, I’ll
have to look where [I move to]. Close to the medical centre, I’m afraid I’ll have to be there
a lot more in the future; the pharmacy; I think the metro is nearby, I’ll have to be able to
walk that bit behind my walker.
Evert/63/Rotterdam

Concluding
Wider approach: Seeing cycling not only as part of active ageing and
! ! personal
health benefits, but also bringing mobility opportunities,
! enhancing access, social inclusion and wellbeing..
! ! Projecting cycling from mainland Europe to the UK cannot go without the
differences in the everyday experience of cycling mobility and
! complex
the relevance of the ageing population
!
! Understanding the everyday experience of cycling mobility: how do the
Dutch read in between the lines?
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